
NOTE:   For the record: Cavalier does NOT endorse any hotel or other facility or service by name.  
    Any facility either does or does not suit your company’s needs—you don’t need me.  For service considerations, see the last paragraphs. 
     
   "I don't endorse" is a general disclaimer. Better to present some specific reasons for bringing up the topic here: 
  
     --although it probably shouldn't confuse anyone: a Chinese group has just told me that I could buy my name there, too, from them, 
because another Chinese group wants to use my url exactly--except for the nation-ending: '.cn'--for China. I'm not interested in blackmail. 
What legitimate use could there possibly be?  
   Watch the nation- and carrier-endings for all your incoming messages: A business associate's e-name/address was just used from London 
against her entire mailing list--with a different carrier-ending for the scam attempt ! 
 
     --a European hotel chain first linked itself to this website. . .and then cancelled within a short period. It's likely that somebody there 
took time to read my requirements for serving intelligent meetings. If they don't belong in the professional leagues, they ought to know. Any 
attempted hotel links in the future also would not be done with my approval. 
 
     --because it's too close to my own name and enjoys questionable recommendations at the parent company, 
www.CavalierConferencing.com is itself questionable for me. That service name (in early-year '11) offers only TELEconferencing--telephone 
connections: absolutely no message, editorialc or other content help; no A/V prep service; no training knowhow; no meeting management; no 
anything-else that Cavalier would call 'conferencing service.' I objected. Their attorney did offer to "hire someone with a Cavalier surname--if 
that's acceptable." Duh! They do run Centers--such are facilities, not services.   
    The name 'Cavalier' is generic, especially in Virginia, where--as Colonial British politics--it's part of Virginia's history. However, the 
www.complaints.com entries for the parent company, Cavalier Telephone, are not too enthusiastic. If anyone chooses to sell you telephone 
connections instead of true meetings assistance, as bannered, you might be buying bait-and-switch. Shouldn't you understand that possibility 
before you commit? Honesty requires a 'telephone-conferencing' tag, in my estimation. Then, audio-only will not be confused with 
audio/visual electronic formats. Check the 'complaints' site noted plus 'Cavalier Telephone'--then decide. 
    Unfortunately, the meetings industry is rife with false claims and smoke-and-mirrors maestros, all featured in the industry's several freebie 
(advertiser-dominated) slick magazines. Part of your Meetings Management job for your company's meeting(s)   design, development, and 
presentation(s) will be to determine who can help you and who will simply make you feel good. . .until the meeting falls apart. And then 
you've paid. . .for what?--besides a black eye? 
    Service and equipment claims in the meetings field are always marvelous and super-magnificent. Check them all out first! . . .if you hope to 
get a fair measure in advance of purchase! 
 

Although you can see the hotel’s physical structure when you visit, the degree of service that you might expect or receive during your 
function depends both  
     a) on the skills and attitudes of the staff who serve you; and  
    b) on the hotel/chain policies that might restrict those skills and attitudes; and  
    c) intramural competition. All considerations of attitude, policy, and facilities aside, with whom you will be competing for the hotel’s 
attention during your program days there? Most hotels have one regular house staff who must do all work for all guests, regardless of 
demands. That often means overworked house staff who cannot perform to even their own standards (much less, meet someone else’s) on 
some occasions. One of those occasions could be yours. Extra help, if you insist on it, is usually billed to your account. If your group is not 

http://www.cavalierconferencing.com/
http://www.complaints.com/


the only group in that hotel on your program dates, be wary. And if you agree to be one of several, good luck!  
 

So even the most personally-cooperative person might be hamstrung by local or national policy or over-commitment.  Because 
service-staff turnover is fast, no one can gauge in advance the potential outcome of any contract. In any case, contracts are written by/with 
persons other than the on-site houseman service and technical personnel. 
 For perspective, Cavalier estimates that during his six years (12 seasons) of multiple-client professional coordination, perhaps three 
hotel crews consistently deserved to be commended. In the industry, today, “manufactured expert” writers are frequently published, although 
they might have more experience in writing than in preparing or overseeing meetings and conventions. That might be acceptable to you if 
they’re identified as being writers, not hands-on professionals. . . .Men can write about childbirth, too. . .but you’ll understand throughout that 
it’s not from first-hand experience. 
 Chapter 18 reflects Cavalier’s 12-seasons of hands-on experience. In office hours alone, that’s more than the 10,000 hours usually 
required to create expertise in any performance area. Google that book, “10,000 Hour Rule.” How many hours of hands-on experience does 
the writer of that sales-seeking writer have? 
 Cavalier knows that his ideas work because they’ve all been tested and proved by him. . .and reader/users, too. 
 Final caution: caveat emptor! 
 




































